


I’m Jerry Magnuson
I Build Superchargers!

My Magna Charger Supercharger are 5th GEN “Hybrid” roots 
style, “intercooled” forced induction systems-designed to provide 
more horsepower per pound of boost than any other system on 
the market today.

Depending on the application , I expect these systems to deliver 
substantial increase in real world...”Under the Curve” power and 
torque; the emphasis being on reliability and engine longevity.

Magna Charger system are developed virtually from the heads up.  
They feature my patented equal-length intake runners, isolated 
aluminum manifold plenum and supercharger drive assemblies.  
The proven reliability of this combination, combined with our per-
formance driven Magnuson engineering experience has created 
a supercharger with incredible responsiveness and unsurpassed 
drivability. 

The roots type blower rotors are twisted 60º to form a helix.  The 
two counter rotating rotors have 3 lobes, which inter mesh during 
operation.  Our new sixth generation superchargers feature a 4-
lobe 160º twisted helix confi guration.  This arrangement improves 
the adiabatic effi ciency over traditional roots superchargers and 
gives instant throttle response.



What can a supercharger do for my car or truck?
A supercharger is basically an air pump.  There are three requirements for combustion:  Fuel, Oxygen, and 
Heat Source.   A normally aspirated engine relies on atmospheric pressure, the action of the piston drawing 
air into the combustion chamber, mixing with the gas, and the spark of the plug igniting that  mixture.   This 
process does not get the most from the engines potential and this is where a supercharger comes in.  
By compressing more air into the combustion chamber, the fuel has more oxygen to react with, is more 
effi ciently consumed, and results in a more powerful explosion pushing the piston down with more force. 
Thus, a supercharger can add substantial torque and horsepower to your vehicle.  At the lower RPM’s the 
torque gains can be dramatic.  We often see rear wheel torque in the range of 400 ft-lbs at slightly over 
2000 RPM. For the owner of a truck that may weigh in excess of 5000 lbs,  this is what will get the truck 
moving very quickly when compared to a naturally aspirated engine.  A result is greater towing capacity, 
the ability to pull heavy loads up a long grade with far greater ease.  Most driving is done between idle 
and 4500 RPM, and this the band wherein the torque is most felt.  Let’s hook up that boat now and hit the 
lake!

Will installing a supercharger void my warranty?
It just might...but not legally!  This is best discussed with the service manager or service writer at the 
dealership where you purchased your ride.  The Magnuson Moss Warranty Act   (US Code-Title 15, 
Chapter 50, Sections 2301-2312) states that the dealership cannot void the warranty on a vehicle due to 
an aftermarket part unless they can prove that the aftermarket part caused or contributed to failure  in the 
vehicle.  For best results, try working with performance oriented dealerships. Magnuson Products offers 
a limited extended 3-year 36,000-mile warranty for $200.00 that helps with potential problems with the 
dealership for additional peace of mind.

Will a supercharger kill my fuel economy?
That depends on how you drive. Many customers see an increase in their fuel economy with the supercharger.  
With the Radix system for example, a 2 to 3 m.p.g. increase is not unusual.  The supercharger actually 
reduces the pumping loss of the engine.  This loss is vacuum force required to actually pull the air/fuel into 
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The Magna Charger division is responsible for our kit applications.  This section of our catalog 
highlights these applications, which include all components necessary for a complete installation.

MAGNA CHARGER KITSMAGNA CHARGER KITS



Normal sea-level atmospheric pressure runs about 14.7 P.S.I.  The laws of physics state that 
if you double that atmospheric pressure you will double your horsepower. In practice, however, 
there are variables.  Number one, engines in practice realize approximately 80% volumetric 
effi ciency.  That means that if you were in a cylinder of a standard engine you would be receiving 
only 80% of your available air pressure on intake.  Allowing for that one variable alone brings you 
the fact that it would take closer to about 17 pounds of boost to bring your engine up to double 
horsepower. You realize about 20% gain in horsepower just by getting full atmospheric pressure 
inside your cylinders.   After that comes the boost above the pressure generated by the column 
of air over your head  (or in this case your engine).   All superchargers are basically air pumps, 
forcing more air into your cylinders than what is generated by the vacuum created when the 
crankshaft draws down a piston.    You can expect to gain about 20 horses per pound of boost 
in practice, or around 125 horsepower and about 125 ft-lbs of torque increase with a Magna 
Charger supercharger kit. 

Most Magna Charger supercharger kits are available with intercoolers.  An intercooler reduces 
the discharge temperature of the compressed air from the supercharger.  Physics, in this case 
Boyles Law, states that when air is compressed it gets hotter.  A rule of thumb is that for every 10 
degrees that you can reduce the temperature, a 1% power increase can be gained.  Even more 
effi ciency is available! 

When looking at buying a supercharger, don’t make the mistake of being concerned only with 
peak horsepower numbers.   People drive so infrequently at the peak power range, that it is pretty 
much an insignifi cant number.   Magna Charger supercharger systems demonstrate a remarkably 
fl at torque curve, meaning that your power to the wheels is demonstrable throughout the power 
range. This is particularly enticing when you fi nd yourself pulling a boat to the lake, or hauling 
your friends up a steep grade. You should be concerned with the quality of the system, inspect 
the quality of the machined surfaces, spend some time on forums, hear what people say that own 
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RADIX (GM-TRUCK/SUV)RADIX (GM-TRUCK/SUV)
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HUMMER H2HUMMER H2



CHEVROLET SSRCHEVROLET SSR



PONTIAC GTOPONTIAC GTO



CADILLAC CTS-VCADILLAC CTS-V



CHEVROLET TRAILBLAZER SSCHEVROLET TRAILBLAZER SS



FORD MUSTANGFORD MUSTANG



FORD F-150FORD F-150



MAGNUSON PERFORMANCE PARTSMAGNUSON PERFORMANCE PARTS



TECHNICAL Q & ATECHNICAL Q & A
What computer should I use for a Gen 3 motor?
Choosing the correct computer is less important than making sure the components and sensors you use match 
the computer you have.   For instance, if you use a computer from a 2004 truck, make sure to use   the vehicle 
speed sensor  (VSS), crank   sensor, camshaft sensor,  etc. from a 2004 truck.   If you use a computer from a 
2000 F-body, you will want to run the sensors from a 2000 F-body, and so on.   To answer the original question 
however, you will need to run a 99 and up computer, but we recommend a 2001 and up for best performance.
 
I’m building a motor and plan on using a Magna Charger supercharger.  Should the compression ratio 
be set at 8:1 like my last blower motor?
The deciding factor when building a blower motor is to decide how much boost you plan on running, and what 
type of gas you will use.   Compression tolerance  (the amount of compression gas will take before detonation) 
of 91-octane is 13.5:1. This is just a rule of thumb (there are other factors to consider).  In theory, if you run 9:
1 compression then the max boost you would want to run is 8 lbs   (every pound of boost is 2 CR).   On Gen 3 
motors we have found that the confi guration of the motors is much more forgiving that on a typical 10:1 motor 
and you can get away with even more boost. These are static compression numbers only.  Cam choice has an 
even bigger determination on what you can get away with.

I just installed my Radix and now it takes longer for my truck to start, can you tell me why?
A common cause of this comes from a fuel pressure issue. On the backside of the fuel pressure regulator is a 
small O-ring that was reused during the install.    Most likely that O-ring is askew or has been left out.  A way 
to confi rm this is to hook up a fuel pressure gauge.  Key the ignition on, but do not start it.   Fuel pressure 
should rise to around 55psi.  Turn the truck off and check-confi rm that your fuel pressure stays up.  If it bleeds 
off any more than 10 pounds over 30 seconds, the O-ring will need to be checked.  On 04-up with an in-tank 
pump you must check to be sure pump was installed correctly as the fuel pressure regulator is part of the pump 
assembly.

Can I run an aftermarket cam with your supercharger?
Aftermarket parts such as headers, cams, heads, etc. should be used cautiously.  If you’re looking to squeeze 
high horsepower numbers out of your motor a selection of bolt-on’s can really tweak your motor up to it’s full 
potential. Most of the time however, a new tune will be required for the vehicle.  To answer your question, yes, 
you can run an aftermarket cam.

Can I run nitrous with your supercharger? If so, is there a kit you recommend?
There are a lot of people running nitrous through our blower with no ill effects. The problem you will run into is 
two fold.   First, because there is almost no way to run the nitrous after the blower, all kits are run before the 
blower and through the rotors.  Over time, this can erode the coating off of the rotors and clog your intercooler. 
Second, with the increased cylinder pressures and additional fuel and tuning need, you run the risk of actually 
cracking the top manifold of the blower.  Neither situation will be covered under warranty.

Is there any maintenance required with my kit? Do I need to change the oil in it?
A big advantage of our kits is the lack of any scheduled maintenance. The only item to keep an eye on is the 
drive belt. Just as any drive belt, if it shows any signs of wear, immediately replace it.  The nose oil, however, 
has a service life of 80,000 miles.
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MPP 122 LS1, LS2MPP 122 LS1, LS2



HOT ROD KITHOT ROD KIT
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RADIX 122 KITRADIX 122 KIT



MPP DYNO CHARTSMPP DYNO CHARTS



SUPERCHARGERSSUPERCHARGERS
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NOSE COVERS 1-PC.NOSE COVERS 1-PC.



NOSE COVERS 2-PC.NOSE COVERS 2-PC.



PULLEYSPULLEYS



BYPASSBYPASS



We’ve tried to give you a brief overview of our product line and what Magnuson Products 
has to offer for the enthusiasts of the driving experience.  We all know that our love affair 
with the automobile is not likely to end anytime soon, and one goal of Magnuson Products 
is to enhance that experience with a quality product line that we proudly stand behind.  

PARTING THOUGHTSPARTING THOUGHTS



MAGNACHARGER TURBOS SUPERCHARGERS KITS

http://www.carid.com/magnacharger/
http://www.carid.com/turbochargers.html



